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Abstract
Personalized Web-Tasking (PWT) systems auto-

mate ordinary and repetitive web interactions while

exploiting personal context to deliver personalized

features. Among the personal context of a user, so-
cial context is all information obtained from the re-

lationships with other users, which is relevant to the

user’s personalized web-tasks. Current approaches

exploit the information of social media, or the ex-

plicit input of the user, and use it as is. In addition

to this, PWT systems also benefit by inferring so-

cial relationships through reasoning over such in-

formation and other sources of context. For ex-

ample, a calendar application might record events

the user shares with other people, or the sensors

on mobile devices can be used to identify others

nearby. This information can be exploited to im-

prove the execution of PWT applications including

its personalization and context-adaptive capabili-

ties. In this paper, we present our ongoing research

and implementation to enable PWT systems with

capabilities to exploit social context dynamically:

(i) our extension of the PWT Ontology, and (ii)

our SMARTERCONTEXT inference rules approach

to select relevant social context for PWT.

1 Introduction
Personalized Web-Tasking (PWT) is the automa-

tion of repetitive and mundane web interactions—
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that are associated with a personal goal of a user—

by taking advantage of all relevant context to de-

liver personalized functionalities and improve his

or her web experience [4, 18].

Context-awareness is indispensable for realizing

PWT applications. That is, to understand the ex-

ecution environment as well as the situations and

web goals of the users. Context-awareness in PWT

systems facilitates two main objectives [5]: (1)

guarantee self-adaptive capabilities in order to per-

form adaptations over itself under changing contex-

tual conditions [7, 17, 12]; and (2) exploit personal

context (i.e., the user’s information, web interac-

tions, and social sphere) to provide better levels of

personalization when executing web-tasks on be-

half of the user. In this paper, we focus on context-

awareness based on the personal context gathered

from the social relationships of the user with other

users—social context.
There are various approaches for exploiting so-

cial context in different domains [2, 20, 13, 15]. For

example, the AWARE architecture aims to improve

awareness in a hospital setting. The main feature

incorporates information about other users (physi-

cians and nurses) into the system and thereby im-

proves its functionalities [2].

Perhaps the most common way of integrating

social context is by using the user’s social media

platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn).

Social media exposes plenty of personal informa-

tion about the user (e.g., software networks that

describe preferences, personal data, generated con-

tents, and social connections). However, some web

interactions and applications remain as unexploited
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sources of social context. For instance, (i) cal-

endar applications that record special dates and

events (e.g., birthdays, anniversaries, graduations,

or meetings); (ii) web activities related to commu-

nities of interest or practice that enrich the user’s

social sphere (e.g., blogs, forums, collaboration

projects, or peers communication); and (iii) other

personalized web-tasking context such as the in-

formation from other users’ personal goals. PWT

applications also benefit from implicit social con-

text, which requires proper instrumentation to rep-

resent, monitor, and reason about it. Not to men-

tion, sensors and infrastructures to acquire such in-

formation.

Personalized web-tasking involves multiple ser-

vices and systems that are frequently generating

context information. Given that context-awareness

is a key feature in PWT applications, we discuss

some relevant approaches for representing social

context using taxonomies and ontologies [23, 19,

3], and reasoning about it using rules and context

patterns [3, 25]. More importantly, we present an

extension of our PWT ontology to represent so-

cial context and the impact on PWT systems, and

propose an extension for the SMARTERCONTEXT

Reasoning Engine inference mechanism proposed

by Villegas [24]. This extension comprises a set of

rules to be selected at runtime, for managing rele-

vant social context for PWT.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows: Section 2 discusses relevant approaches for

representing and managing social context. Section

3 describes our PWT system approach and the so-

cial context influence through a scenario related to

an “attending a conference” personal goal. Section

4 describes the SMARTERCONTEXT framework,

which we exploit to provide context-awareness ca-

pabilities for PWT systems based on our social

context inference rules. Section 5 presents our so-

cial context modelling approach for PWT as an ex-

tension of our PWT Ontology. Section 6 describes

our inference rules to decide upon relevant social

context based on context facts. Finally, Section 7

concludes this paper with a summary and a discus-

sion of future work.

2 Relevant Approaches
Personalized web-tasking requires personal context

information to deliver user-centric features. For the

past decade there have been numerous approaches

that exploit user context to deliver web automation

and personalization for different aspects of the web

including, content (i.e., deciding what information

is interesting for the user), presentation (i.e., how

the information should be displayed), and navi-

gation (i.e., what sequence of web sites the user

should follow) [1, 8, 6, 9, 14, 11, 22].

In addition, the web of things as an ecosystem

of devices, applications and people [21] has turned

context exploitation a relevant feature for web and

mobile applications. However, the exploitation of

social context had been mostly limited to certain

sources of information such as those related with

social networks and mobile sensors [20, 15, 2]. For

instance, Lukowicz et al. argue that smartphones

have all sensing capabilities to exploit context and

propose that software systems move to a scenario in

which the user interacts with communities of users

with the goal of accomplishing complex tasks col-

laboratively [13]

In addition to what has been achieved on these

approaches, different techniques for context mon-

itoring, acquisition, modelling and reasoning [25]

are the main features in the implementation of

PWT. This section summarizes relevant approaches

in conceptualizing, representing, and managing so-

cial context.

2.1 Social Context Representation
Many of the current applications (web and mobile)

include social media features (e.g., login, share or

like) with the purpose of exploiting the users’ so-

cial connections as part of the application’s func-

tionality. Perhaps the most popular social network

representation is the Facebook social graph—also

known as the Open Graph API1—which represents

the social relationships of the user in a social net-

work. This graph connects a user with other ele-

ments (e.g., users, photos, and events) through spe-

cific connections (e.g., friendship, tags, and shared

content). More importantly, it represents the inter-

ests of the users in terms of likes over these ele-

ments.

However, social networks are not the only source

of social context. Moreover, its representations

have been approached by different research groups.

For instance, the So Smart framework proposed

by Biamino [3], for modelling social context, ex-

ploits all information in the user’s social network

1https://developers.facebook.com/docs/opengraph
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to empower smart objects to understand social con-

texts, thus improving user activities. This frame-

work uses ontology-based context modelling to

provide reasoning capabilities. Their approach de-

fines three ontologies: (i) object, to represent the

object and provide self-awareness; (ii) social con-

text, to represent the connections of the object with

others; and (iii) social goal, to represent the actions

and objects that play a role in the achievement of a

specific goal—individually in a group. Also, their

definition of social context is based on the structure

of the user’s social network as a 3-tuple of: size,

density, and type of connections. In addition, their

social context ontology includes typical classifica-

tions into groups borrowed from sociology such as

tribe, community, family, peer, club, and house-

hold.

Smart devices are instrumented with sensors

capable of gathering information about the user,

hence social context modelling has also been ad-

dressed by the domain of pervasive computing.

The pervasive social context of a user is defined

by Schuster et al. [23] as all information gener-

ated by the user’s social interactions with other

people—directly or indirectly—while using de-

vices equipped with respective sensors to gather

such information from the user’s social network

services (e.g., profile information, activities, and

other people in the user’s social graph).

Schuster et al. proposed a taxonomy—called

STiPI—for pervasive social context, based on four

dimensions: Space, Time, People, and Informa-

tion Source. Table 1 summarizes the STiPI taxon-

omy [23]. The Space dimension determines phys-

ically where the social interactions are consum-

ing or producing context information. The Time
dimension determines when the social interaction

happens, and the People dimension the who are

the individuals involved. Finally, the Information
source dimension determines how the social con-

text information is generated. That is, from a phys-

ical or virtual source (e.g., device or social net-

work), or the composition and integration of both.

Finally, the Social Ontology and Semantic Ac-

tions (SOSA) proposed by Ng and Lau is a social

networking model that seeks to consolidate a vari-

ety of contacts from the user’s multiple social net-

works [19]. For this purpose, SOSA provides an

ontology to manage relationships, and semantic ac-

tions to integrate these relationships with enterprise

services. SOSA’s conceptual design includes: (i) a

Table 1: A summary of the STiPI Taxonomy [23].

Dimension Levels

(S)pace

1. Small

2. Medium

3. Anywhere

(Ti)me

1. Short-term

2. Mid-term

3. Long-term

(P)eople

1. Individuals

2. Groups

3. Anonymous, Community

(I)nformation

Source

1. Pervasive sensors

2. Social networks

3. Sources integration

social input source, through which the user can se-

lect which of her social networking platforms she

wishes to integrate; (ii) the contact graph object
that comprises links among the contacts and the

different social platforms; (iii) the relationship ax-
iom that expresses a relationship of the user with

a contact, and an extensible relationship ontology
that defines the set of relationships; and (iv) the

semantic actions template that associates semantic

actions to a relationship axiom.

Although these approaches provide information

about the user’s social connections, the realization

of PWT as self-adaptive systems requires models

that evolve at runtime and can be manage dynami-

cally.

2.2 Social Context Monitoring and
Reasoning

Self-adaptive software systems imply context-

aware support [12]. That is, monitoring and rea-

soning about context are key features in their im-

plementation. Reasoning about context requires

infrastructure to manipulate the representation of

context and provide the system with relevant infor-

mation for its operation.

Biamino [3] proposed their reasoning approach

based on rules applied over a social graph derived

from their ontologies. They implement three rea-

soning mechanisms: network-driven (i.e., examin-

ing the information gathered from their social net-

work), group-driven (i.e., using inferences from the

behaviour of a group rather than the individual it-

self), and learning (i.e., acquired knowledge to in-

crease the objects’ intelligence).
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In the implementation of PWT applications, we

exploit the SMARTERCONTEXT Monitoring In-

frastructure and Reasoning Engine proposed by

Villegas [24] to enable context-aware capabilities

into the system [5]. The SMARTERCONTEXT Rea-

soning Engine (SCoRE) uses sensors to monitor

context and then applies inference rules or context

patterns to discover implicit context facts from ex-

plicit context information.

3 PWT System Overview
We propose to realize PWT applications as

situation-aware self-adaptive software systems,

which involves three concerns: (i) proper mod-

els (to represent the system and other relevant el-

ements, as well as their interactions) operable and

evolvable at runtime; (ii) context-awareness to un-

derstand and reason about changes in the users’ sit-

uations and the environment; and (iii) self-adaptive

support to adapt itself upon these changes.

We propose two runtime models for PWT sys-

tems: our PWT model, and our goal-oriented

context-sensitive web-tasking (GCT) model [5].

The first one is an ontology, available as an

OWL/RDF specification,2 that defines the concep-

tual elements of PWT (i.e., personal goal, ob-

servable result, satisfaction property, web-task se-

quence, web sub-task, activity, operation, and in-

formation resources), and the relationships among

them (i.e., dependency, causality, and sequencing).

A simplified view of our PWT ontology is depicted

in Figure 1. The second one allows the modelling

of the relevant context, the personal goals and sub-

goals, and the details of the associated web sub-

tasks (i.e., services, inputs, and outputs). This

model uses our extension of the iStar framework

elements [10] tailored to the personalized web-

tasking domain.

These runtime models are processed by our self-

adaptive PWT system depicted in Figure 2, which

comprises four software components [5]:

(1) Web-Tasking Knowledge Infrastructure: this

component allows users to express personal

goals explicitly (the user specifies a goal to be

fulfilled) or implicitly (the system learns from

the user’s behaviour). Moreover, the web in-

teractions associated with the fulfilment of the

2http://www.rigiresearch.com/research/pwt/pwtOntology.owl

pwt:Goal WebTask
Sequence

WebSubtask

ObservableResult

Satisfaction
Property

Information 
Resource

Activity

hasWebTask [1…*]
definedBy [1…*]

measuredBy [1…*]

achievedThrough [1]

hasPredecessor [0…*]

hasResult [1…*]
connectsTo [1…*]

performs [1…*]

Figure 1: Simplified view of our PWT ontology

model [5]

personal goal are recorded (manually or auto-

matically) as instances of our GCT model.

(2) PWT Model Processor: this component is re-

sponsible for analysing and transforming GCT

instances into RDF graphs that contain the spe-

cific user web-tasking associated with a per-

sonal goal.

(3) Personalization Engine: this component ex-

ploits user context to provide personalized fea-

tures during the web-tasking execution.

(4) Web-Tasking Effector: this component is re-

sponsible to executes and manage the person-

alized web tasks on behalf of the user, as well

as to evaluate if the personal goal has fulfilled.

Additionally, we exploit the SMARTERCONTEXT

monitoring infrastructure to guarantee context-

awareness support, and the SMARTERCONTEXT

Reasoning Engine (SCoRE) to provide logic capa-

bilities over the context.

Adaptation Mechanism

Control Objectives Manager

Target System

Web-tasking Knowledge Infrastructure

PWT Model 
Processor

Personalization 
Engine

Web-Tasking 
Effector

1

PPPPP
2

PPPPPPP
3

WW
4

Monitoring Infrastructure

Personal goals

SmarterContext Monitoring Infrastructure

Runtim
e m

odels

Figure 2: Out PWT system overview [5]
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3.1 Case Study: “Attending a Confer-
ence” Personal Goal

To illustrate the relevance of social context in PWT

we use the following scenario: Lorena is a student

at the University of Victoria and will be attending

the CASCON conference located in Markham from

November 3rd to the 5th. To fulfil her personal goal

of attending this conference she will be performing

web tasks associated with three subgoals (sg):

sg-1 Registering for the conference.

sg-2 Booking transportation from her current loca-

tion to the conference city.

sg-3 Booking accommodation for the dates of the

conference.

Each of these subgoals comprises an indepen-

dent sequence of web-subtasks that are instantiated

from our GCT model and managed by our PWT

system. For instance, book transportation in our

example implies six web-subtasks (wst) for Lorena

(cf. Figure 3):

wst-1 Find the proper airline based on preferences

and airline’s coverage.

wst-2 Apply specific filters such as departure and

arrival cities and dates.

wst-3 Select a flight based on personal preferences

such as the number of stops and seat avail-

ability, and other conditions such as budget

price.

wst-4 Input information about the passenger and

other flight details.

wst-5 Purchase the ticket.

wst-6 Create a calendar event with the flight de-

tails with a reminder—three days prior de-

parture.

The PWT system executions generate con-

text facts about the user represented by elements

from our PWT Ontology and the SMARTERCON-

TEXT Ontology. For instance, Figure 4 depicts

our scenario showing three context facts about

Lorena: (1) an association with a pwt:Event el-

ement named CASCON Conference through the

object property pwt:attendsTo that; (2) an as-

sociation with a pwt:Transport element named

Flight for CASCON, through an object prop-

ery: pwt:hasTransportation; and (3) an associa-

tion with a the pwt:Accommodation element named

Hotel at CASCON through the object property

pwt:hasAccommodation.

4 The SmarterContext
Framework

The SMARTERCONTEXT framework proposed by

Villegas [24] comprises (1) the SMARTERCON-

TEXT Ontology to represent context, which is com-

posed of the foundational ontology GeneralContext
(gc), and two domain specific extensions. One of

these extensions, the Personal ontology, is relevant

to user-centric applications as PWT Systems; and

(2) the Reasoning Engine (SCoRE) that infers con-

textual facts from explicit context representations

compliant with the SMARTERCONTEXT ontology.

SMARTERCONTEXT can support PWT systems.

For example, the Personal ontology3 defines the

socialRelationship object property that is used to

express social connections of the user. This prop-

erty defines a relationship of a user with other user

(or group of users) by specifying the type of re-

lational context. For instance, affiliatedWith, col-
leagueOf, friendOf, and relativeOf are examples

of sub-properties of socialRelationship to describe

these relationships. Also, the object property lo-
cationRelationship defined in the gc ontology, is

useful for example to identify nearby users affect

the execution of the user’s PWT (e.g., looking for

a place to have dinner might include food prefer-

ences of those nearby users assuming they are all

going together). Furthermore, the SCoRE’s rules

and patterns provide support to infer social con-

text facts from explicit context information. Our

PWT systems exploit this capability to discover so-

cial context.

The SCoRE functionality is based on the imple-

mentation of contextual RDF graphs which are di-

rected graphs, whose vertices and arcs correspond

to types defined in the SMARTERCONTEXT ontol-

ogy including its extensions. A contextual RDF

graph is defined as a set of contextual RDF triples
(i.e., string representations that comprise a sub-
ject, a predicate, and an object) that define contex-

tual facts or observations. For instance, to repre-

sent a relationship between two users—colleagues

3http://smartercontext.org/ontologies/personal/v0.1/personal.owl
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Filter 
flights
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flight

Input passenger 
information

Purchase 
ticket

Create calendar 
Event

Travel 
Budget

Online 
Payments 

Service

Flight 
finder 

Service

1 2 3 4 5 6

Calendar 
Service

PWT 
System

Actor

Goal

Task
PWT System and other systems 
(or services)

GCT model Conventions:

Personal goal or subgoal

Web-subtasks (wst)

#

Resource

wst sequence number

Information resource

Dependency

Figure 3: GCT model instance for Lorena’s book transportation subgoal web-tasking

Lorena
[personal:User]

Attend a conference
[pwt:Goal]

Register conference
[pwt:Subgoal]

Book transportation
[pwt:Subgoal]

Book accommodation
[pwt:Subgoal]

CASCON Conference
[pwt:Event]

Flight for CASCON
[pwt:Transport]

Hotel at CASCON
[pwt:Accommodation]

PWT System

pwt:hasGoal

pwt:hasSubgoal pwt:hasSubgoal pwt:hasSubgoal

GCT Model 
instance

GCT Model 
instance

GCT Model 
instance

Context Fact Context FactContext Fact
pwt:attendsTo

pwt:hasTransportation
pwt:hasAccommodation

Figure 4: PWT scenario for Lorena’s personal goal of “attending a conference”

Lorena and Nina—the contextual RDF triple would

be (Lorena, colleagueOf, Nina). In this contex-

tual RDF triple, both subject (Lorena) and object

(Nina) are context entities derived from the type

gc:HumanEntity of the SMARTERCONTEXT. The

predicate is an object property whose domain and

range is HumanEntity.

The foundational reasoning mechanism of

SCoRE is based on inference rules supported by the

RDF Schema (RDFS) and OWL, including user-

defined rules based on these two specifications.

These rules are implemented in the Apache JENA

semantic web platform.4 A rule is composed by at

least two triples connected by logic operators. The

subject and the object of a triple may correspond

to a variable. Variables are denoted using question

4http://jena.sourceforge.net/inference
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marks. Predicates correspond to the ones defined

in the SMARTERCONTEXT.

For example, the following rule allows the infer-

ence of a collegiality relationship through the con-

cept of association.

Colleagues Rule:
(?A personal:associates ?B),
(?A personal:associates ?C)
→ (?B personal:colleagueOf C?).

For example, for two users Lorena and Andi

that are associates of the Rigi research group

the rule is: (Rigi personal:associates Lorena ),

(Rigi personal:associates Andi) → (Lorena per-

sonal:colleagueOf Andi).

The second inference mechanism of SCoRE is

based on structural context patterns defined as con-
textual RDF subgraphs that provide a template to

specify domain-specific context reasoning rules.

There are different patterns in SCoRE proposed by

Villegas [24] including: transitive, symmetry, in-

verse, join, generalization and delegation.

These patterns provide more time-efficient rea-

soning mechanisms in comparison with inference

rules. The application of the symmetry pattern to

our example allows us to infer that because Lorena

is a colleague of Andi (explicit context) then Andi

is a colleague of Lorena as well (implicit context).

The SMARTERCONTEXT engine is ideally ap-

plicable to the implementation of PWT systems.

Not only it does define a flexible context ontology

that can be extended with concepts of PWT do-

mains, but also provides a reasoning mechanism to

infer contextual information as required for exam-

ple on the exploitation of social context for PWT

systems.

5 Social Context for PWT
We define social context for personalized web-
tasking as any information gathered from the social

interactions of the user that is relevant to the users’

personal goal.

In order to model and understand social context

in PWT, we have added two entity types to our

PWT Ontology (cf. Figure 5) that allows us to so-

cially connect users during PWT executions:

• pwt:Situation: is defined as any user event that

can be described in terms of time and location

dimensions (cf. Figure 5). In PWT a personal

goal is associated with a situation and vicev-

ersa. For example, in our scenario the associ-

ated situation is the “CASCON 2014 confer-

ence” located in “Markham” during the dates

of “November 3rd to the 5th”. The dimensions

of a PWT Situation are represented as: (i) time

by two data properties validFrom and validTo
from the PWT ontology, and (ii) location by

the object property gc:locatedIn and the Loca-
tionContext of the SMARTERCONTEXT Gen-
eralContext ontology.

• pwt:Resource: a virtual element (e.g., ser-

vice, application, or file) described in terms

of a location dimension. In PWT if a web-

subtask requires access to a resource, then

the personal goal that is achieved using such

web-subtask requires access to that resource

as well. In out case study, the accessed re-

source is the “travel budget file” Lorena re-

quires during her “selecting a flight” web-

subtask. Likewise, the location dimension

of the pwt:Resource is represented using the

LocationContext of the SMARTERCONTEXT

GeneralContext ontology through the object

property gc:locatedIn.

personal:User
pwt:Goal

pwt:Situation

pwt:hasGoal

pwt:associatedWith

pwt:participatesIn

pwt:hasParticipant

pwt:requiresAccess

pwt:accesedBy

pwt:hasAccess

pwt:Resource
gc:LocationContext

gc:locatedIn

pwt:validFrom

pwt:validTogc:locatedIn

Date Date
Figure 5: New entity classes added to our PWT

Ontology: Situation and Resource

As mentioned before in our case study, Lorena

has the personal goal “attending a conference” in

Markham from November 3rd to the 5th. Hence,

the personal goal is associated with a situation that
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is described in temrs of both location and time di-

mensions. Using the pwt:Situation entity type we

can instantiate this conference event and associate

it with Lorena as depicted in Figure 6.

Lorena[personal:User]
Attend a conference[pwt:Goal]

CASCON 2014[pwt:Situation]
Markham, ON[gc:LocationContext]

pwt:hasGoal

pwt:associatedWith

gc:locatedIn
pwt:validFrom pwt:validTo

pwt:participatesIn
pwt:hasParticipant

Nov-3-2014 Nov-5-2014
Figure 6: PWT Situation of our example for attend-

ing a conference

To illustrate how these new elements provide so-

cial context awareness for PWT applications, lets

assume that Nina (a colleague of Lorena) wants to

attend CASCON and is executing her own PWT

web-task sequences to achieve the same “attend-

ing a conference” goal of Lorena. Because Nina’s

goal is associated with the same situation in which

Lorena is participating, and because there is an ex-

plicit social connection between them (i.e., Nina

has on her personal context that Lorena is a col-

league of her), the personalization engine compo-

nent in the PWT system can exploit Lorena’s PWT

information to enhance Nina’s own PWT. For in-

stance, Figure 7 depicts Lorena’s PWT Transport

details (i.e., her flight information: airline, depar-

ture time, and price) that are taken into considera-

tion by the personalization engine component.

It is worth mentioning that social context allows

us to determine whether two or more uses are so-

cially relevant (i.e., there is a social connection be-

tween them or the users are similar). If they are

relevant, each user’s PWT system will exploit GCT

instances of each other. For instance, if Lorena has

a different web-subtask than Nina, when fulfilling

the book transportation subgoal in which Lorena

visits a website that provides a comparison of all

possible airlines sorted by price; Nina’s PWT sys-

tem (specifically the personalization engine) might

consider this new web-subtask as relevant for Nina

Nina
[personal:User]

Attend a conference
[pwt:Goal]

Book Transporation
[pwt:Subgoal]

Flight for CASCON
[pwt:Transport]

PWT System

pwt:hasGoal

pwt:hasSubgoal

GCT Model instance

pwt:hasTransportation

Personalization 
Engine

Lorena
[gc:HumanEntity]

pwt:hasParticipant

personal:colleagueOf

CASCON 2014
[pwt:Situation]

pwt:associatedWith

Victoria, BC
[gc:LocationContext]

Toronto, ON
[gc:LocationContext]

AirCanada
[gc:ContextEntity]

pwt:departureCity

pwt:arrivalCity
pwt:TransportCompany

“700$CAD"
[String]

pwt:TransportPrice

Figure 7: Lorena’s flight information is considered

during Nina’s PWT of booking transportation

and include it in her PWT sequence.

Nevertheless, deciding on the relevance and rea-

soning of social context for a particular personal

goal is not a trivial task. Next section explains how

we address this challenge.

6 Social Context Reasoning for
PWT

In our approach, we classify context in three cate-

gories:

(a) Explicit: represented by contextual facts in-

cluded explicitly as RDF truples in the user’s

personal context. For example, Figure 8a

shows explicit context: Nina is a colleague of

Lorena.

(b) Implicit: inferred from expicit context facts.

For example, Figure 8b depicts explicit con-

text: Lorena and Andi are associated with Rigi

research group From these facts and by spe-

cific rules, it can be inferred that Lorena is a

colleague of Andi. Another example is to ap-

ply the SCoRE symmetry pattern [24] applied

to the triple of Figure 8a to infer that Lorena is

a colleague of Nina.

(c) Sensed: gathered from the physical and virtual

world. For instance, the context fact depicted
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in Figure 8c could represent location context

gathered through Lorena’s and Stephan’s mo-

bile devices.

Lorena Ninapersonal:colleagueOf

Lorena
Rigi

Andipersonal:colleagueOf
personal:associates personal:associates

Lorena Rigi Lab Stephangc:locatedIn gc:locatedIn

a. Explicit social context

b. Implicit social context

c. Sensed social context

Figure 8: Categories of context depending on the

source

As mentioned before, the SMARTER-

CONTEXT Ontology contains elements

to represent social context (i.e., the ob-

ject properties gc:socialRelationship and

gc:locationRelationship), and the SCoRE in-

ference mechanisms (i.e., rules and context

patterns) provide support to infer social relation-

ships among users. However, the personalization

engine in our PWT system—which is responsible

for exploiting context to improve PWT—requires

the SCoRE to reason upon the relevance of social

context. That is, to decide which of all the social

connections of the user are in fact relevant and can

be exploited (e.g., by including context facts or

other users GCT instances) during the execution of

the user’s PWT.

In our approach, social context relevance implies

that a social relationship between the users does

exist (i.e., explicit, inferred or sensed) in the per-

sonal context of the user; or the users are similar.

Users similarity can be determined using data anal-

ysis techniques (e.g., collaborative filtering).

To enable our PWT engine with social context

reasoning capabilities, we extended the SCoRE.

This extension comprises three rules: the goal-

oriented, same situation and share resource rule.

6.1 Goal-Oriented Rule
This rule allows our PWT system to identify other

people that had fulfilled the user’s same personal

goal through a PWT system. This information

permits PWT applications to consider these other

users’ web-tasking in order to improve one user’s

PWT. the inferred pwt context fact is a triple

whose predicate corresponds to the object property

pwt:sameGoal of the PWT Ontology (pwt prefix).

This inferred information is valid onlyduring the

achievement of a particular goal. Figure 9 depicts

our conceptual representation for this rule.

personal:User
pwt:Goal

gc:HumanEntity
pwt:hasGoal

pwt:sameGoal

gc:socialRelationship OR pwt:similarTo

pwt:hasGoal

Figure 9: Goal-oriented rule representation

Goal-Oriented Rule:
(?A pwt:hasGoal ?B),
(?C pwt:hasGoal ?B),
((?A gc:socialRelationship ?C) OR (?A
pwt:similarTo ?C)),
→ (?A pwt:sameGoal C?).

Figure 10 depicts and example for this rule, in

which Nina has the same goal as other two users:

Lorena and Richard. By previous examples we

know that Nina is a colleague of Lorena therefore

they share a social connection and Lorena’s con-

text becomes available during Nina’s PWT. De-

spite Richard is not socially related to Nina, their

similarities about transportation preferences makes

Richard’s context relevant when Nina executes a

web-tasking related to the book transportation sub-

goal. It is worth mentioning that this social connec-

tion between Richard and Nina is temporary and

last while Nina fulfils her personal goal.

Following our example, the application of this

rule to connect Nina and Lorena would be:

(Nina pwt:hasGoal AttendConference),
(Lorena pwt:hasGoal AttendConference),
(Nina personal:colleagueOf Lorena),
→ (Nina pwt:sameGoal Lorena).
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Lorena[gc:HumanEntity]

Nina[personal:User]
pwt:hasGoal

personal:colleagueOf

Attend Conference[pwt:Goal]
Richard[gc:HumanEntity]

pwt:sameGoal pwt:sameGoal

pwt:hasGoal pwt:hasGoal

pwt:similarTo

Figure 10: Goal-Oriented rule instance example

6.2 Same Situation Rule
The same situation rule identifies people that par-

ticipate of the same PWT Situation and are so-

cially relevant for the user’s web-tasking. The

resulting PWT context fact is a triple whose

predicate is identified by the object property

pwt:sameSituation. Figure 11 depicts our concep-

tual representation for this rule.

Personal:User

pwt:Situation
gc:HumanEntitypwt:participatesIn

pwt:sameSituation

gc:socialRelationship OR pwt:similarTo

pwt:hasParticipant

pwt:participatesIn

Figure 11: Situation-based rule representation

Same Situation Rule 1:
(?A pwt:participatesIn ?B),
(?B pwt:hasParticipant ?C),
((?A gc:socialRelationship ?C) OR (?A
pwt:similarTo ?C)),
→ (?A pwt:sameSituation C?)

Same Situation Rule 2:
(?A pwt:participatesIn ?B),
(?C pwt:participatesIn ?B),
((?A gc:socialRelationship ?C) OR (?A
pwt:similarTo ?C)),
→ (?A pwt:sameSituation C?)

Figure 12 illustrates the applications of for this

rule, where Nina is in the same situation of two

other users: Lorena and Richard. As mentioned

above Lorena is in the social sphere of Nina, while

Richard only shares similarities.

pwt:hasParticipant
pwt:hasParticipant

Lorena[gc:HumanEntity]

Nina[personal:User]
pwt:participatesIn

personal:colleagueOf

CASCON[pwt:Situation]
Richard[gc:HumanEntity]

pwt:sameSituation pwt:sameSituation

pwt:similarTo

Figure 12: Situation-based rule instance example

(Nina pwt:participatesIn CASCON),
(CASCON pwt:hasParticipant Richard),
(Nina pwt:similarTo Richard),
→ (Nina pwt:sameSituation Richard).

6.3 Shared Resource Rule
In the case of resources, similarities or social con-

text conditions do not apply. That is, users access-

ing the same resource are by default socially rele-

vant. However, their relevance is only valid during

the user’s PWT, specifically during the execution

of a web-subtask that requires the shared resource.

The inferred context fact is a triple whose predicate

is object property pwt:shareResource. Figure 13

depicts our conceptual representation for this rule.

personal:User
pwt:Resource

gc:HumanEntitypwt:hasAccess pwt:accessedBy

pwt:shareResource

Figure 13: Shared resource rule instance example

Shared Resource Rule:
(?A pwt:hasAccess ?B),
(?B pwt:accessedBy ?C),
→ (?A pwt:shareResource C?).

An example of the application of this rule is de-

picted in Figure 14 in which a travel budget file is
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accessed by Lorena and Nina. Lorena used this re-

source during the ”booking transportation” to de-

fine her budget limit when selecting the flight ac-

cording to a maximum price permitted (cf. Sec-

tion 3.1 label wst-3). Given that Nina also ac-

cesses the same file for the same web-subtask,

the PWT system can use Lorena’s context to im-

prove Nina’s web-tasking. For instance, showing

Lorena’s choice of flight as the first option for Nina,

and removing from the list other flights above the

budget limit.

Following our example, the application of the

rule would be:

(Nina pwt:hasAccess TravelBudget),
(TravelBudget pwt:accessedBy Lorena),
→ (Nina pwt:shareResource Lorena).

Nina
[personal:User]

Lorena
[gc:HumanEntity]

pwt:hasAccess

Travel Budget
[pwt:Resource]

pwt:shareResource

pwt:accesedBy

Figure 14: Shared Resource instance example

7 Conclusions
The exploitation of social relationships of the user

has been approached by different researchers and

applications. From social networks to mobile sen-

sors, many approaches had intended to take ad-

vantage of the social interactions of the user to

provide diverse functionalities. Personalized web-

tasking exploits social context in order to provide

personalized features during the web-tasking of the

user while fulfilling a personal goal. Consequently,

context-awareness has proved to be a fundamental

element in the realization of PWT systems.

In this paper we explored some of the relevant

approaches for the representation and reasoning

of social context, and presented our PWT system

and runtime models that support it. Moreover, we

showed the social context influence through a sce-

nario based on a group of users fulfilling the per-

sonal goal “attending a conference”, and described

the SMARTERCONTEXT framework proposed by

Villegas [24] and its application to our PWT ap-

proach.

The contributions of this paper include (1) our

definition of social context as all information gath-

ered form the social relationships of the user with

other users—individually or as a group;

(2) an extension of our PWT ontology to

include new classes (i.e., PWT:Situation and

PWT:Resource) as well as object properties such

as, participatesIn, associatedWith and hasAccess;

(3) our source-based classification for social

context (i.e., explicit, implicit, and sensed);

and (4) our extension to the SCoRE to reason

about the relevance of social context in our PWT

system.

7.1 Future Work Challenges
To exploit social context effectively in PWT appli-

cations we identify the following challenges group

them into two concerns: design and technological.

We present each challenge with corresponding

future work in our research.

Design challenges: These challenges involve

design work on our PWT system, runtime mod-

els, and the SMARTERCONTEXT framework exten-

sions.

D1. Governance of social context: This implies to

incorporate in our PWT system functionalities

to manage the life cycle of social context (i.e.,

the lifespan of the social connection and tem-

porary relevance), and conflict resolution (i.e.,

the social context gathered from different so-

cial connections that conflict with each other).

D2. Measurement: Social context management

requires the implementation of strategies to

guarantee the relevance of social context in

specific situations, and its boundaries (i.e.,

avoid infinite acquisition and propagation of

social context). Also, these metrics that repre-

sent lifespan and relevance must be included

in our PWT runtime models.

D3. Overhead: This includes required algorithms

(or other techniques) to process this social

context efficiently when performing web tasks

from mobile devices. Also runtime capabil-

ities to decide when the processing must be

local or on the web.
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Technological challenges: These challenges in-

clude those related to the sensors and infrastruc-

tures required to deploy PWT applications. We fo-

cus on challenges associated with social context.

T1. Instrumentation: Despite the proliferation of

context in the web of things there is still a lim-

itation to access and exploit information. In

fact, social context remains limited to certain

sources (i.e., social network platforms and ex-

plicit input of the user) and sensor (i.e., mobile

devices and software applications that gather

specific information). Future instrumentation

of the web to exploit context requires standard-

ized mechanisms to represent context entities.

We exploit the SMARTERCONTEXT ontology

as a first approach.

T2. Social context data exchange: Once there is

a standardization to represent context, the fol-

lowing challenge involves the communication

protocols to exchange social context. Not to

mention, addressing security and privacy con-

cerns. SURPRISE is a policy-based mechanism

proposed by Muñoz et al. to secure the ac-

cess of the personal context of the user in the

SMARTERCONTEXT framework [16]. Future

work includes to guarantee in SURPRISE the

exchange of social context among PWT appli-

cations, and the integration of SURPRISE into

our PWT System.
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